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QUESTION 1

Is it possible to invoke an ODI job as a public web service to execute it? 

A. No, it is only possible to run jobs internally or via command line. 

B. Yes, both standalone and JEE agent support web services. 

C. Yes, but you need to use as mandatory Oracle BPEL in order to process the job invocation. 

D. No, there are only internal specific application program interfaces that you can use to run a job. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which property file parameter stores the location of the OBBIE web catalog folder? 

A. OBIEE_WEBCAT_FOLDER_TO_EXPORT 

B. OBIEE_WEBCAT_EXPORT_FILE 

C. OBIEE_WEBCAT__FILE 

D. OBXEE WEBCAT 

Correct Answer: D 

OBIEE_WEBCAT Location of the Web Catalog folder used by the BI Server. OBIEE_WEBCAT_EXPORT_FILE
Location of the OBIEE Web catalog report used for refreshing the lineage. OBIEE_WEBCAT_FOLDER_TO_EXPORT
The Web Catalog folder to export in the report 

reference http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E25054_01/integrate.1111/e12644/biee_lineage.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

In ODI, can a check constraint be added to metadata? 

A. Yes, by adding a constraint to the datastore 

B. No,it is not possible to add conditions more than those that can be reverse-engineered. r 

C. Yes, but you need to execute additional scripts on the database in order to make it work, 

D. No, you can declare them only customizing knowledge modules. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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In an ODI interface, is it possible to use a specific partition if it is declared for the target table to load data? 

A. No, only generic loading can be declared and an IKM can declare partitions using options. 

B. No, only ODI variables can be used to filter the target table loading. 

C. Yes,an option in the interface can be used to declare partitions but an ODI variable must be used to evaluate the
correct partition value. 

D. Yes, an option in the interface can be used to declare the partition that has to be used for the loading. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

When working with delimited flat files, is it possible to enforce primary key on a flat file using a CKM? 

A. No, it is not possible to enforce constraints on some technologies such as flat files and JMS queues. 

B. No, it is not possible to enforce constraints on any technology. 

C. Yes, it is possible also to forward-engineer it to the flat file definition. 

D. Yes, but you have to save it as a fixed file. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Select the correct statement- When an ODI interface is designed, target and source tables are defined with metadata
imported directly from databases and other sources. 

A. Yes, their definition is imported with a direct reverse-engineering process. 

B. Yes, their definition is imported with a direct reverse-engineering process, but you must manually define all the keys
and constraints existing on the database. 

C. No, for every loading, the definition of the tables used, their columns, and their constraints must be manually built. 

D. No, an external engine must be run in order to describe what metadata is needed for an O interface. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Identify three objects from which scenarios can be generated. 

A. Interface 

B. Variable 
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C. Package 

D. Knowledge modules 

E. Trail 

F. Extract 

Correct Answer: ABC 

Reference: 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E23943_01/integrate.1111/e12643/scenarios.htm#BACDFAHD (see topic 13.2) 

 

QUESTION 8

Select four correct scenarios where EDQ parsing is beneficial. 

A. There are separate attributes for Titles, Forenames, and Family names, but the values are not always in the right
fields. 

B. Names are well-structured, but the Gender field is often missing. 

C. The data contains product descriptions in the string field and you need to extract the size and weight of each
product. 

D. Addresses are contained in a single string field and are difficult to verify. 

E. Phone numbers are sometimes embedded in the customer name and address. 

Correct Answer: ACDE 

 

QUESTION 9

When the data, source, and target are persistent in the same data server, in an ODI interface, do you need an LKM and
an LKM to load the data on target? 

A. Yes, both an LKM multi technology and an IKM multi-technology are required. 

B. Yes, an LKM multi-technology and an IKM single technology are required. 

C. No, only an IKM multi-technology is required, 

D. No, only an IKM single technology is required. 

Correct Answer: D 

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E28280_01/integrate.1111/e12643/interfaces.htm#CHDEHIDE 

 

QUESTION 10
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Is it possible to define more than one physical schema associated with the same data server? 

A. Yes, but you have to flag which one is the default physical schema. 

B. Yes, but it is mandatory to specify a different user to log in. 

C. It is possible,but it is better to avoid doing so because it is more difficult to define a logical schema this way. 

D. No, ODI Topology does not allow defining more than one physical schema for a data server because the associated
logical schema would be ambiguous. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: http://odiexperts.com/context-logical-and-physical-schema-how-does-it-work/ An Oracle Data Integrator
Physical Schema corresponds to a pair of Schemas Data schema where it look for source and target data source Work
schema where it creates the temporary data structures for the source nad target in the data schema 

 

QUESTION 11

Identify two Change Data Capture implementation strategies provided through the ODI knowledge modules. 

A. Triggers 

B. Oracle GoldenGate 

C. Extract source data to flat files 

D. Before and after database image comparison 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 12

If an ODI user function has one syntax and one or more implementations, can it be used in an ODI interface mapping? 

A. Yes, but to be mapped in an ODI interface it also needs an ODI variable. 

B. No, it can only have one syntax and one implementation for all technologies. 

C. Yes, but you need to write a custom knowledge module. 

D. Yes, during execution, it will substitute the specific technology implementation. 

Correct Answer: D 

One key feature of the User Functions is that they will give you the opportunity to enter the matching syntax for any
other database of your choice. No matter which technology you will use later on, you will only have to provide the name
of the user function, irrespectively of the underlying technology. To add other implementations and technologies, simply
go back to the Implementation tab of the User Function, click the Add button. Select the technology for which you are
defining the code, and add the code. 
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